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DNF Security Teams With NUUO For Hybrid Video Management Series 
 
New Falcon Hybrid N Series Supports Both Analog and IP Cameras in One 
Centrally Managed System 
 
Hayward, CA – June 16, 2009 – DNF Security, Dynamic Network Factory’s 
mission critical IP Surveillance business unit, today announced a technology 
partnership with NUUO, Inc., a leading developer of hybrid video 
management software and hardware solutions, to create an integrated hybrid 
video management platform. As a result of the agreement, DNF’s new Falcon 
Hybrid N will integrate NUUO software, allowing security administrators to 
manage multiple analog and IP cameras from one system.    
 
The Falcon Hybrid N video management solution, with up to eight terabytes 
of storage, supports real time D1 resolution (720 x 480) recording on up to 
64 channels. The Hybrid N integrates advanced video management software, 
with optional NUUO Central Management System (CMS) with advanced alarm 
management, for simple management of multiple video servers in different 
locations.  

 “With the ability to manage analog and IP cameras simultaneously from a 
single platform, our Falcon systems offer the best of both worlds in 
enterprise-class surveillance,” said Mo Tahmasebi, CEO for DNF Security.  
“Partnering with NUUO underscores our dedication to providing security 
professionals with high performance video management solutions, and the 
flexibility to support a wide range of analog cameras, while reaping the 
benefits of IP.” 

According to Amoson Hsu, product manager for NUUO, Inc., the partnership 
creates an ideal management platform that simplifies the transition into IP 
surveillance. “The advantages of IP surveillance are well known, but 
organizations don’t want to scrap their entire analog camera infrastructure 
for IP. Instead, companies are converting gradually to an IP-based 
surveillance system as they grow, or as the analog camera reaches the EOL,” 
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said Hsu. “With our hybrid solution, organizations will be able to modernize 
existing analog investments into a centralized digital solution.” The Falcon 
Hybrid N is an example of our commitment to open-architecture solutions 
and providing the best open-architecture video management solutions to the 
market.”  

Available in rackmount or tower chassis, the new Falcons feature 64-bit 
quad-core processors and 2GB of high speed video cache. The simple to use 
and easy to install Falcon Hybrid N Series platform is now available through 
each company’s nationwide reseller network. The Falcon Hybrid N starts at 
$4,310 for a system with integrated video card, and 2TB of storage capacity. 
Visit www.dnfsecurity.com or www.nuuo.com for more information. 

About NUUO  
Founded in 2004, the Intelligent Surveillance Solution enhanced surveillance 
cameras with advanced and comprehensive technologies. Initiative of NVR 
and NDVR Hybrid technologies with IVS detections inserted absolutized 
NUUO to open an early market in security industry. As a solution provider of 
security surveillance, NUUO presents three key functionalities: easy 
setting/searching, guarding, and warning. With proven and widely applied in 
13800 installation points from 60 countries, within diverse industries such as 
government, mass transportation, historical construction, bank, hotel, school, 
casino, and personal offices, etc. 
 
About Dynamic Network Factory 
Dynamic Network Factory (DNF) takes pride in its innovative spirit, 
engineering excellence, and broad product line.  DNF’s six business units 
focus on specific vertical markets and technologies to cover the business and 
government technology space. Since 1998, DNF has focused on delivering 
storage solutions, from direct attached storage for small business, to 
enterprise applications, networked storage, iSCSI and file servers in 
capacities from 1TB to 10PB. In 2006, DNF’s acquisition of iSCSI pioneer 
StoneFly Networks expanded its storage portfolio to include enterprise-class 
iSCSI and storage virtualization technology.  With the expertise of DNF 
Storage, DNF Systems and StoneFly, DNF Security leverages innovative 
storage and server technologies for mission-critical IP surveillance solutions.  
For more information, visit www.DNFsecurity.com or www.DNFcorp.com. 
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